
If you TRULY care about your sample

let us help you PROTECT its integrity!



• Does not contain heavy metals.

• No negative effect to its physical 
properties. 

• No heat, light or mechanical 
stress needed for product break down,

• No toxic residue.

• Fully degradable within 7 years, 
aerobically or anaerobically.  

Surface images between day 1 and 7 years   soil burial

The Simport Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM will
biodegrade to become some of the soil’s organic
components in less than 7 years in constant
contact with the soil instead of up to 400 years
when using conventional plastics.
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the soil’s organic

components



Container made of polypropylene / Closure made of polyethylene

The Simport Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM, one of the most innovative specimen containers on the market today, is now available in a new version: 
The Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM, a rapidly degradable Specimen Container. Plastics take hundreds of years to degrade naturally in the environment.
The Simport Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM will biodegrade to become some of the soil’s organic components in less than 7 years instead of up to 400
years when using conventional plastics. The only condition that is necessary for the Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM to biodegrade is constant contact
with other degrading material. No heat, physical stress, oxygen or sunlight necessary. The Eco-Friendly SpecTainerTM has the ability to break down
safely and quickly, by biological means, into the raw materials of nature and disappear into the environment.

Cat. # Vol. (ml) Type Cap Color                         Closure Qty/Pk                  Qty/Cs
C566-60DOECO 60 Non sterile Gold                        Tamper Evident 100                      500

C566-90DOECO 90 Non sterile Gold                        Tamper Evident 100                      400

C566-120DOECO 120 Non sterile Gold                        Tamper Evident 100                      300

C566-60AQSECO 60 Sterile Aqua                       Tamper Evident 100                      500

C566-90AQSECO 90 Sterile Aqua                       Tamper Evident 100                      400

C566-120AQSECO 120 Sterile Aqua                       Tamper Evident 100                      300

C566ECO
TAMPER EVIDENT ECO-FRIENDLY SpecTainer™

Urine Containers

On sterile model, intact
label ensures sterile
container has not been
opened.

Open container and col-
lect specimen.

Screw cap until a clicking noise is heard. This is when the
plastic ring (which is attached to the base of the cap), is
firmly seated and locked over the container threads.

When removing the tamper
evident screw cap for the
first time, the perforation is
severed, thereby ensuring
easy recognition that the
container has been opened.

95kPATESTED

If you TRULY care about your sample,let us help you PROTECT its integrity!

With Tamper Evident
Screw Closure

How to use The Tamper Evident Features

For IVD use



For IVD use

Cat. # Vol. (ml) Type Cap Color                         Closure Qty/Pk                   Qty/Cs
C567-60DOECO 60 Non sterile Gold                         Conventional 100                      500

C567-90DOECO 90 Non sterile Gold                         Conventional 100                      400

C567-120DOECO 120 Non sterile Gold                            Conventional 100                      300

C567-60AQSECO 60 Sterile Aqua                         Conventional 100                      500

C567-90AQSECO 90 Sterile Aqua                         Conventional 100                      400

C567-120AQSECO 120 Sterile Aqua                         Conventional 100                      300

Made of polypropylene

The Capinsert™ is used to color code a Micrewtube® and a multitude of other
Simport products according to your specific needs. It is inserted on top of the closure
and has a write-on frosted area for sample identification.

T345
Color Coding CAPINSERTTM

Cat. # Color Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
T345B Blue T345P Pink 500

T345GY Gray T345R Red 500

T345G Green T345V Violet 500
T345L Lilac T345W White 500

T345O Orange T345Y Yellow 500

    T345AS Assorted* 500* Blue, lilac, red, yellow and white

  

Label has space for patient
identification    

For color coding purposes, use
a Capinsert™ on top of closure.
Ten different colors are available
    (see T345 Series below).

Tamper evident labels
are placed on all sterile
containers. Sterility is
assured if unbroken.

C567ECO
ECO-FRIENDLY SpecTainer™

Urine Containers

95kPATESTED

Container made of polypropylene / Closure made of polyethylene

This model uses a conventional leakproof screw cap. It is designed for collection, transport
and storage of urine specimens, the polypropylene containers are safe to use even in adverse
conditions. Containers are uniquely stackable, shatter resistant and are manufactured from
virgin high-clarity polypropylene. They are designed with a straight side format. Available in
three sizes: 60, 90 and 120 ml. The 60 ml size however is not graduated. Functional
temperature range: -90 °C to +100 °C.

With Conventional
Screw Closure
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11. Insertion of a Capinsert™ allows color
coded identification of contents.

2. Molded ridges around lid make it easy
to open and close.

3. Tamper evident sealing ring for better

sample protection.

4. Specially designed notches to ensure
a perfect tamper evident seal.

5. Warning label has space for patient

identification.  

6. Ridges around base offer a better grip
during opening and closing.

Anatomy of SpecTainerTM I

For IVD use

C566
The TAMPER EVIDENT SpecTainer™ I

Urine Container

Container made of polypropylene / Closure made of polyethylene

For applications needing the utmost security where sample integrity is of high importance. A great feature of the Spectainer™ I is that it incorporates a unique tamper
evident screw cap ensuring peace of mind during transport or storage situations where someone might have tampered with the specimen. For color coding purposes,
place a Capinsert™ on top of closure (see Series T345). Ten different colors are available.
Both containers and caps are manufactured without the use of plasticisers or mold release agents. All material used is free from latex. Containers are 95kpa compliant.
Available in three sizes: 60, 90 and 120 ml. The 60 ml size however is not graduated. The sterile container protects its sterility with a tamper evident seal.

Cat. # Vol. (ml) Type Cap Color                          Closure Qty/Pk              Qty/Cs
C566-60Y 60 Non sterile Yellow                       Tamper Evident 100                   500

C566-90Y 90 Non sterile Yellow                       Tamper Evident 100                   400

C566-120Y 120 Non sterile Yellow                       Tamper Evident 100                   300

C566-60CYS 60 Sterile Cyan                        Tamper Evident 100                   500

C566-90CYS 90 Sterile Cyan                        Tamper Evident 100                   400

C566-120CYS 120 Sterile Cyan                        Tamper Evident 100                   300

For color coding purposes, use a Capinsert™ on top of the
closure. Ten different colors are available. (see T345 Series)

Screw cap on until a clicking noise is heard. This is when the
plastic ring is firmly seated and locked over the container
threads. The plastic ring tears and is retained on the container
when the cap is opened, thereby ensuring easy recognition
that the container has been opened.

If you TRULY care about your sample,let us help you PROTECT its integrity!

95kPATESTED

With Tamper Evident
Screw Closure
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1. Insertion of a Capinsert™ allows

color coded identification of contents.

2. Molded ridges around lid make it
easy to open and close.

3. Leakproof screw cap with a unique
integrated leak-resistant seal.

4. Warning label has space for patient
identification.  

5. Ridges around base offer a better 
grip during opening and closing.

Anatomy of SpecTainerTM II

For IVD use

C567
The SpecTainer™ II

Urine Container

Container made of polypropylene / Closure made of polyethylene

This model uses a conventional leakproof screw cap. It is designed for collection, transport and storage of specimens, the polypropylene containers are safe to use
even in adverse conditions. Containers are uniquely stackable, shatter resistant and are manufactured from virgin high-clarity polypropylene. They are designed with
a straight side format. Available in three sizes: 60, 90 and 120 ml. The 60 ml size however is not graduated.

C567-60Y 60 Non sterile Yellow                        Conventional 100                     500

C567-90Y 90 Non sterile Yellow                        Conventional 100                     400

C567-120Y 120 Non sterile Yellow                        Conventional 100                     300

C567-60CYS 60 Sterile Cyan                         Conventional 100                     500

C567-90CYS 90 Sterile Cyan                         Conventional 100                     400

C567-120CYS 120 Sterile Cyan                         Conventional 100                     300

Cat. # Vol. (ml) Type Cap Color                         Closure Qty/Pk                 Qty/Cs

Containers are easily and
safely stackable.

Tamper evident labels are
placed on all sterile con-
tainers. Sterility is assured
if label is intact.

For color coding purposes, use a
Capinsert™ on top of the closure.
Ten different colors are available.
(see T345 Series     )
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95kPATESTED

With Conventional
Screw Closure


